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Our report has been specifically created

for use by CEO's, COO's, CDO's, CMO's as

well as Customer Directors and leaders.

This report provides a wide array of industry

statistics and insight, with views from industry

experts, to educate and inform on many

aspects and benefits of the Customer

Organisation.

' Brand, Customer and Employee form the experience holy trinity.  The days

of disconnectivity between these pillars are long gone.  Brand promise is

now inextricably linked to experience.  Marketeers no longer have free reign

to make outlandish claims that can’t be fulfilled, it used to be that way but

the world has changed.  The brand promise and Customer Experience must be

in seamless synchronicity.  A successful expectation/delivery model is

what leads to true customer engagement and thus genuine and lasting

satisfaction, loyalty and advocacy.  Consumers have accelerated the desire

to examine, interrogate and reflect on, well everything!  This impacts

everything from gender to sexuality, climate and all points in between.  Fair

treatment and engagement of employees is one of these and forms the third

component of the trinity.  Customers now care how employees are treated by

businesses, for example poor working conditions or zero hour contracts are

regularly thrown into the public eye.  There is a positive engagement

spiral in the experience holy trinity, simply put brand treats the Employee

well, the Employee delivers a positive experience to the Customer, the Customer

stays engaged with and loyal to the brand.  As you can imagine there is a

negative version of this and any breakage in the chain can have a profound

impact.’  

Jamie Thorpe – Ipsos CX – October 2020

Exclusively  written for the Customer Director Report
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 CUSTOMER
DIRECTOR

REPORT
PREFACE

For clarity, the different sorts of roles mentioned in this report, primarily the Customer

Service Director, Customer Experience Director and Chief Customer Officer, and the

insight and data referring to each of these roles, has been gathered from each

individual role title as is.

There are many different variances to each of these roles, between operations, strategy

and insight, and different scopes of responsibility and circles of influence. However, for

the purposes of this report we have collated information and data against the individual

role types specifically.  
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WHY NOW IS
THE TIME FOR  

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

Customer behaviour has changed,

dramatically, and will continue to change.

It’s not just about digitising. Companies must

also reimagine customer journeys to reduce

friction, accelerate the shift to digital

channels, and provide for new safety

requirements. (McKinsey)

Companies with a Customer Experience mindset drive 4-8% higher revenues than the

rest of their industry.

Covid-19 has changed consumer and workplace behaviour in ways that are accelerating

the use of many different types of channels and technology. One global bank

reported an increase in webchat usage from 8k chats per day pre COVID, to 35k chats

per day in the current climate.

Customer loyalty seems to be waning, with many businesses now reporting losses of

customers to competitors, or the acquisition of customers on a large scale. 

84%
of companies that work to

improve their Customer

Experience report an

increase in their revenue (Forbes)

73%
with above-average

Customer Experience perform

better financially than their

competitiors (Forbes)

£120M
increase in revenue

is associated with an NPS increase

of just 1 point (IPSOS MORI)



Chief Customer Officer, or Customer Experience Director

Which is right for you?
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When talking to many Customer Service Directors and Customer Experience Directors,

many will cite aspirations of a Chief Customer Officer role, however, the role of a Chief

Customer Officer (CCO) is still a rare occurrence in UK business.   

Whilst the role of CCO has been relatively well developed in the US, with over 25% of

Fortune 100 companies having a CCO, in the UK, the amount of existing CCO positions

is still relatively low, with less than 200 registered on LinkedIn and across our own

database. Broadly, we find that a Chief Customer Officer role will more likely be a

board level position reporting into a CEO, which can differ from that of a CSD or CXD

appointment.

of last year's earnings
came from all our loyal

and new clients.
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The Chief Customer Officer role has responsibility and accountability for driving the strategy

and delivery of the Customer agenda across all business units and functions within an

organisation. This role is by and large a role of significant influence managing a variety of

stakeholder relationships cross functionally. The role is most commonly very data driven, and is

responsible for creating actionable insight for use to improve Customer Experience and

commercial profitability.  

THE ROLE

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

Results from a recent poll we

carried out showed that 81% of

over 800 respondents believed

that the CCO should report into

the CEO. Our data shows that

only 58% of CCO's have a place

at The Board table.

With regards to gender balance,

the Chief Customer Officer is

split almost 50-50, with 51% of

the CCO population being

female, and 49% male.

THE CHIEF
CUSTOMER

OFFICER

A role that has become very desirable, both

from a business and candidate

perspective. 

Only 158 of these roles exist in the UK,

according to Douglas Jackson research.

(information correct at the time of writing)
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Percentage of CCO's by location:

Data on the role of the CCO suggests that 58% of individuals

came from either a Sales (18%) or Marketing (40%) background

vs 15% from Customer Service or Contact Centre.
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As you can see, in depth analysis and interviews with a number of Chief Customer

Officers across the UK shows a clear distinction of the position from company to

company.  Many organisations adopt a Chief Marketing Officer type position for the

role, some align more to that of a Customer Service Director, whilst other roles bear

similarities to a Chief Operating Officer,  or less commonly to a Customer Experience

Director position (a brief description of the CXD role is given later in the report).
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CCO INSIGHTS

Further insight into the role of

the Chief Customer Officer role

and the industry sectors where

they work. 

The Financial Service sector, to

include Banking, Insurance and

Fintech has the most CCO's in

the UK; 26% of the overall CCO

population. This was followed by

retail with 18%, travel 9% and

technology, including SAAS

companies having 6%.   

Cont'd 
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Financial Services 

28.7%

Retail 

19.1%

Travel 

9.6%

Technology

6.4%

Utilities 

3.2%

Research 

3.2%

Healthcare

3.2%

Media 

3.2%

Manufacturing 

3.2%

Distribution 

3.2%

Telco 

2.1%

Leisure 

2.1%

Property 

1.1%

CHIEF CUSTOMER OFFICER INSIGHTS

As you can see in the UK, there are only a relatively few companies across each sector
currently adopting the role of Chief Customer Officer. 

It will be interesting to see how, with the rise of more sophisticated customer data, insight
and analytics, coupled with a true omni channel service proposition, this might affect how
organisations position and structure their customer and marketing functions and whether
we see an increase in the role across any particular markets in the coming months and
years.  Watch this space. 

Q: What do  you see as the biggest challenge facing the role of

CCO/CXD/CSD at this time? 

 "Businesses having to focus on both Employee Engagement and Customer Experience - striking the

balance to achieve both whilst retaining commercial ties and responsibilities. With the Employee

Experience getting a lot of media air time at the moment, I suspect that CX will be something that

comes to the forefront more so over the coming weeks and months." CCO Retail
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of last year's earnings
came from all our loyal

and new clients.

of our investments
The average bonus for a Chief Customer Officer was 31% of basic salary, with a wide

range of additional benefits including LTIP's and shares.

Lowest Average Highest

300,000 

200,000 

100,000 

0 

Remuneration of the CCO in GBP 

Customer Experience and valuable ROI through effective Customer Experience

management can sometimes feel out of reach for many businesses, with many CX and

CCO professionals having unrealistic expectations to deliver, with very little support or

the resources and budget required. Too many companies still give Customer Experience

lip service without being true to CX's true meaning. 

One person cannot pivot an entire ship without power, influence and resources. It is very

hard if the CXO doesn’t have the full support of the CEO and The Board. When the CEO

is involved in Customer Experience, results are much better. The CEO must tie

performance metrics to Customer Experience — across the entire business. And the

CEO’s performance should be tied to Customer Experience as well.' Forbes

INDUSTRY INSIGHT 

Q: Where do you think is the biggest opportunity in a CCO/CXD/CSD role?
The mix of sales, marketing and operations isn't always joined up. The CCO role by definition will bring

these functions together, or might, dependant on the business and structure around it.  CCO

All dependant on the views of the CEO, unless the CEO clearly believes in an end to end customer led

strategy the role can be very transitory.  CCO



In my experience, the role title can take many guises in practice; at one end of the
spectrum, it is a hugely commercial role running P&L and propositional development; at
the other, it might be a creative role turning insight into tangible action. The key for me
is that it is an empowered role, with commensurate decision making powers to the
change you need to be delivered.  The role needs to be strategic for sure. It needs to
be broad in its outlook across the sector and it needs to be tuned into the business
outputs and its customers. Digital (Online, CX and UX) is a skill set that is a hygiene
factor these days and is therefore a big plus. 
 
What were, and what do you feel should be, the main areas of focus for a Chief
Customer Officer? 
 
This role worked best for me when I had the broader remit: running P&L, sales
distribution, digital, marketing, insight, strategy and brand. It’s all encompassing when
the role is so broad but all the key elements of the value chain are linked together and
powerfully aligned - with one set of priorities and a very clear set of deliverables. 
 
In your opinion, what would be the ideal make up of a Chief Customer Officer with
regards to skillset and background?
 
Leadership is key. This is a big and important role for any business - whoever does it,
wherever it is done. I believe it is important that any large functional area, especially
one controlling a fundamental income generating part of the business, is run by not only
an experienced and technically knowledgeable individual but by someone who has
empathy and can lead effectively; by this I mean galvanising high-performing teams to
raise the bar, think outside the box and deliver exceptional customer outcomes.

 CHIEF
CUSTOMER

OFFICER
INTERVIEW
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Vicki Wentworth

Held the role of Chief Customer 

Officer at Wesleyan, previously LV 

and Aviva.

Vicki, you have held the role of Chief Customer Officer, and have enjoyed vast success in this role,

what was it about the role and where it sat within the organisational structure that contributed

toward the role being successful for you and the business?
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The CXD can have a wide variety of responsibilities, ranging from operations over

service, operations over an analytical population, to journey mapping across all touch

points and having influence over all business areas.  The role can also be a matrix

management Thought Leadership role, bringing insight or analytical expertise in to a

specific area, for example NPS, to a mixture of some or, all of these components.

Continuous and process improvement is usually a large part of the Customer Experience

Director's role, as is transformation, including technology and culture.

THE ROLE

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

We are pleased to report again

that the gender split for the

Customer Experience Director is

fairly even, actually slightly

weighted to favour females, with

58% of CXD's being female, and

42% being male. 

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

DIRECTOR 

We have seen the Customer Experience

Director exist in many guises. 

The CXD role could sit in a variety of areas,

and typically we see the role reporting into the

CEO, COO or CMO.

DOUGLAS JACKSON 

Remuneration of the CXD in GBP 

Minimum Average Maximum

250,000 

200,000 

150,000 

100,000 

50,000 

0 

The average bonus for a Customer Experience Director is 29% of basic salary.

Q: What do you see as the biggest challenge facing the role of

CCO/CXD/CSD at this time?

Cash and resource. CX doesn’t necessarily have a short term ROI as it plays into a longer term

strategy but people are dealing with short term challenges and business challenges, the strategy

and longer term might drop off the focus. CXD 



Recruitment. Hire the right people for the job at hand - recruit for attitude first and establish

why prospective employees have alignment with your company values

Vision & Values. Ensure they understand what the company vision is and how

Constant communication. Be open and transparent. Be clear and consistent. What

Wellbeing - mental and physical. It’s never been more important to provide

Leadership - be visible and approachable. Make time to talk and engage with the

Measure employee engagement - ENPS is a great measure, especially in

Dan, you have enjoyed immense success during your career particularly around Employee

Engagement and cultural transformation, what do you believe to be the recipe for the winning

formula around achieving high Employee Engagement? 

 

Here are some of the main points:

values underpin how you’re going to achieve the vision

is the strategy? How is the business performing and how is each employee is

playing their part?   Listen to their ideas, thoughts and opinions about the business (for

customers and employees). Create a People Panel, do leadership skip sessions, do

quarterly ‘Stop, Start, Keep’ sessions.

support and space for mental health issues

teams and employees. Role model the values and behaviours

correlation to customer NPS

Has this changed at all now that we are faced with COVID and if so, how?

 

Yes it has changed, in the following ways: Heightened the value of relentless communication. Use

all methods, but be open and transparent with the information. This builds greater credibility and

trust when times get tough.  Employees really want to be listened to and be involved in decision

making. There is a greater emphasis on facilitating this more regularly than pre-Covid.

Enhanced focus on mental well-being. It’s been a really tough year and individuals cope differently

with the changes and conditions that we’ve found ourselves dealing with. The phrase ‘it’s good to

talk’ has never been more valid or more important.  No one has all the answers. Employees

understand this as long as they can see and understand the actions that need to be taken
 

And how has COVID changed your longer term strategy around effective Employee Engagement?
 

Working remotely. WFH is now the norm forever. It’s now a fixed part of future growth plans.

Leading, managing and communication with teams and employees WFH/ remotely requires a

different approach and mindset and this continues to evolve and will continue to do so. Be

prepared to try and fail and learn from this process - nobody has all the answers

The variety of different skills you need for a truly successful leadership team to thrive under

pressure. To successfully tackle the big issues and make the key decisions. If there was ever a time

for a senior team to show unity, strength and decisiveness - it is now.

Improved well-being provision and packages as an employee ‘benefit’.

 CXD
INTERVIEW
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Dan Eddie

Customer Experience Director,

Vanarama, 5 times GOLD winners

at the 2020 UK Customer Experience

Awards. Previously AXA Wealth and

First Direct.
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The Customer Service Director will take responsibility for defining the strategy for a

customer service operation, or contact centre estate, and creating a shared vision to

enable the effective delivery of the strategy. This could be in a pure voice, multi

channel, or omni channel environment. The CSD will be responsible for various layers of

management and own/be accountable for achieving KPI's relative to customer service,

Customer Experience and/ or sales, loyalty and customer retention.

THE ROLE

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

The Customer Service Director

role has quite a large difference

between male and female

gender balance, with 79% of

CSD's being male, and 21% being

female. 

CUSTOMER
SERVICE 

 DIRECTOR 

The Customer Service Director generally

has responsibility and accountability for a

front office customer service, or contact

centre operation.

The CSD role usually reports in to the COO, or

CEO and may have responsibility for digital

and/or back office functions.

DOUGLAS JACKSON 

Remuneration of the CSD in GBP 

Minimum Average Maximum

400,000 

300,000 

200,000 

100,000 

0 

The average bonus for a Customer Service Director is 31% of basic salary.

Q: What do you see as the biggest challenge facing the role of

CCO/CXD/CSD at this time?

An opportunity to look at the next new. Do we want to go back to the old ways? Or do we want to

develop and review what could be improved or done better? There is no better time. CSD



Alex, pre COVID you had directed and managed one of the only remote workforce's in the
UK, for an exceptionally reputable brand, Monzo, and so I was interested to ask how you
have found the COVID scenario had impacted your workforce? 
 
The distributed teams at Monzo were already the only team for a UK bank to work
remotely from their homes. This was a unique model for hiring however there was an
option to visit the main head office in London or the contact centre in Cardiff as part of
training and on an ongoing basis to drive employee engagement.
 
What were the things that you had changed during the initial lockdown period?
 
The main change was moving to remote hiring, on-boarding and also the removal of any
office visits. 

The teams were well placed to work from home and manage some of the challenges that
can bring, such as health and wellbeing and remote engagement. However I found that
the lack of overall contact that staff had with families and friends had much more of an
impact on morale that homeworking per se. The pre COVID benefits of homeworking such
as going to the gym or seeing friends stopped and this confounded the impacts of being
at home.
 
Engagement activities such as remote Bingo and quizzes allowed the teams’ time to chat
and some of the team shared lockdown diaries of things they had been learning and
doing such as growing plants and running.  

And what are the changes that are going to stick with the business for the longer term?
 
Long term I think there will be much more flexibility for staff who were previously office
based (such as only needed to be in a few days a week). One of the main takeaways is
the recognition that homeworking is not the easy option and actually staying productive
and healthy at home is tough - so I am confident there will be more appreciation for
homeworkers moving forward.

 

 CSD
 INTERVIEW
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Alexandra Marsden

Customer Transformation Director.

Previously Monzo Bank, HSBC and

AVIVA.
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The Customer Success Director role is a role traditionally found in the SAAS technology sector.

The role is now quite prevalent in other membership or subscription based businesses, although

it does occur rarely outside of these. Ultimately the role is responsible for maximising revenue

and profit by enhancing user adoption, cross selling and upselling and securing retentions

within existing clients, the role sits between or interacts with Customer Experience, Marketing,

Account Management/Client Services, and sales functions. The role can report in to many

areas and often has dotted line reporting lines. 

THE ROLE

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

The Customer Success Director

role has a relatively even gender

split, with 45% being female and

55% male. The top basic salary

was earned by a female, and the

lowest male. 

Customer Success can

sometimes be an afterthought

for some fast growth and start

up organisations, as they have a

heavy reliance on new business

acquisition, done well, Customer

Success should be a pivotal part

of any early and ongoing

strategy.

CUSTOMER
SUCCESS 

 DIRECTOR 

An 'in life' customer value role, largely

responsible for maximising and securing

retentions revenue within a Customer

account.
This role and where it should sit often gains a lot of

interest and debate. Amongst other reporting lines,

the role can report into the CEO, COO, Chief

Customer Officer or Sales/ Business Development

Director. 
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Remuneration of the Customer Success

Director in GBP 

Minimum Average Maximum

150,000 

100,000 

50,000 

0 

The bonus for a Customer Success Director varies hugely and is usually linked to performance

and revenue targets.

Q: Where do you think is the biggest opportunity in CCO/CXD/CSD role

If you put the customer first and at the heart of what you do you will reap the rewards and be
focussed on the customer especially re digital interactions, delivery websites. A real UX DX

and CX opportunity.  CCO



Charles, the Customer Success Director role has had a lot of interest in the last 12-24 months, and I

would suspect that businesses will focus more on this as a function as time progresses from here. In your

words, how would you summarise the role of the Customer Success Director? And what should the role

be responsible for?

 

Customer Success roles are in response to market forces changes. As organisations transition from

product to 'as a service' (AAS) the importance of such roles will only grow.  The Customer Success

Director role is responsible for managing the post sale experience and maximising consumption of

services which clients have acquired via AAS models. They are highly experienced in managing Customer

Success teams and understand the importance of their clients maximising their investments from the

services they have acquired. They are leaders across a variety of disciplines and can be the Voice of the

Customer at board level. They are ultimately responsible for keeping customers happy and loyal to the

services they are consuming; in turn maintaining long term revenues for their organisation. 

 

Where do you see the role operating most effectively? As in, where in an organisational structure should

the role sit? Also, who in your view should report in to the role for maximum effectiveness? 

 

For most businesses starting out, and for experienced businesses which are moving into the AAS roles,

most forget that a happy customer is a loyal customer.  The roles within a Customer Success

organisation are typically post sale, they are commercially focused teams whom have come from the

clients world. As such the role of the Customer Success Director is very commercial and operationally

focused. Let's remember it's not a sales role! To be effective the role must sit in the revenue based part

of the organisation, in my case reporting to the Chief Revenue Officer (CRO).   

 

Lastly, how do you see the Customer Success Director evolving in the future?

 

Over the past few years, we have seen huge adoption of the Customer Success strategy. In my opinion,

we are only at the beginning of this new way of working. One of the biggest challenges to organisations

is digitisation; the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) is dramatically challenging the way businesses look

at revenue. As such the role of the Customer Success Director will not only grow it will accelerate. It

requires new ways of working, new ways of thinking and it needs to be led at C Level. The role will move

into the board area because without it, the business culture and the business mindset will not change.

An AAS strategy mandates a long term view; short term sales with high revenues are disappearing.

Therefore, I see the Customer Success organisation being one of the biggest growth areas and

fundamental to long term commercial success. I now see forward thinking boards looking at the

discipline and developing their senior Customer Success Director’s into the Customer Success Officer

(CSO - board member). These early movers are challenging ‘the norm’, but at the same time recognising

the long term value for their business.

 

 CUSTOMER
SUCCESS
DIRECTOR
 INTERVIEW
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Charles Joel

Director - Customer Success, Software

AG. Previously IBM.



Karen, you joined IPSA at an incredibly challenging time for many businesses. What
have been your immediate priorities and how might this differ from what you’d
have done pre Covid? And what are you doing to plan for the future?
 
Stabilising service is a must. It was a busy time for IPSA prior to the pandemic and like
many organisations, we moved to home working overnight. Not without its challenges
and some of our people have never met their co-workers or even stepped foot in
the office, me included. It’s different for us in work terms but it’s also different for
customers - everyone’s behaviour has changed and everyone is under a different kind of
pressure. I think customers have been more tolerant and understanding. And
organisations have trusted people in ways they maybe wouldn’t have before.
 
Focusing people on the purpose, being flexible and protecting wellbeing have been key
and can’t be once only activities. Moving in and out of varying levels of restrictions
impacts people in different ways and we’ve made time for regular virtual team coffees,
sent reminders about safe home working and we’ve been really creative in providing some
light relief with playlists, pub quizzes and virtual bake offs.
 
Life goes on and creating a new strategy and vision has been top of the agenda. Our
‘new’ ways of working have forced us to look at how and where we work and we’ll
capitalise on this, with a renewed sense of purpose and an ‘anything’s possible’ mindset.
With people currently struggling day to day, potentially home alone and working from the
kitchen or bedroom, it’s hard to imagine planning for the future. But asking them to help
us shape that future and get involved in the change we need to see lifts spirits and
galvanises people. 

Mindful that customer behaviour now could be very different in the future as the
pandemic eases, the plan has to be flexible and adaptive; many organisations have
shown levels of flexibility over the last six months they never knew possible. Delivering
transformation and change at a time when people are under pressure personally and
professionally isn’t easy but we’ve made great progress. 

Recognising the sacrifices and achievements of recent times is important but so is
building on that resilience to reset the way we plan, think and deliver for the future.

 PLANNING
FOR THE
FUTURE
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Karen Walker 

Director of Strategy & Change at The

Independent Parliamentary Standards

Authority (IPSA). Previously Virgin

Media & First Direct.



Leadership insight EQ or IQ ?
In a recent leadership poll, over 80% of respondents felt that having a degree was not an

important factor when considering capability and credibility in senior business leadership.  

Interestingly, of the Customer Director and Chief level applicants registered with Douglas

Jackson over the last 12 months, over 60% had obtained a degree, although many of these

had been done as career professional development.
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Many of the Customer Service Directors have developed their career from the ground
up and an early career within a customer service, or contact centre role.    

The recent pandemic has seen many a Customer Service, or Customer Experience
leader go from being an important leadership role to the most important source of
business intelligence. As our customer behaviours have shifted online and digital
transformation is now at the forefront of almost every company's future strategy, the
Voice Of the Customer and data coming from this function is now critical for a
business to thrive.  

'Customer Service is no longer Mission Critical, it is Critical to the Mission'. Barak
Eilam, CEO at NICE



 RESILIENCE,
MOTIVATION

EQ & SQ
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Resilient Leadership has never been so

important.

If you are like many of the customer and employee

focused business leaders CEO's, COO's, CCO's and

HR Directors we are talking to, resilience and the

ability to attract and develop resilient leaders is

critical at this time.   

Recent business insight published by McKinsey states ‘To emerge stronger from the COVID-19

crisis, companies should start reskilling their workforce’s now’.

It goes on to state that ‘current trends are accelerating the need to enhance skills’ and

‘adapting employees’ skills and roles to the post-pandemic ways of working will be crucial to

building operating-model resilience. It's time to act, not react.'

If you would like to learn more about developing and recruiting a more resilient workforce, we

offer a portfolio of psychometric assessments which provide tools for development and

recruitment in the fields of resilience, motivation, Emotional Intelligence and Social

Intelligence, helping you develop and recruit for personal excellence in the workplace.

SKILL
The great news is that

resilience can be taught.
It is a skill and can improve with

interventions

TRUST
Resilient employees 

nurture the work networks they

have developed, consistently

building trust with others



The great news is that

resilience can be taught.
It can improve with interventions.

of our investments
have tripled in the past

five years of our

growing business.

Much of the information in this report signals that the Customer industry is

progressing significantly forward and prioritising many of the things that are

really important in society. People. Purpose. Diversity and Inclusion. 

The more newly created roles within the industry; the Chief Customer Officer

and the Customer Experience Director are almost 50-50% split male and female,

and in the last 2 to 5 years a large majority of the senior Customer leadership

roles that the Executive Search Practice at Douglas Jackson has delivered has

done so with Diversity and Inclusion as a primary search component.

In truth, we have a long way to go regarding bridging the gap with other diverse

minorities, such as ethnic and LGBT. The lack of data around this does not help

organisations but we can see things are already starting to change. Gerry

Mallon, CEO at Tesco Bank and Oke Eleazu COO at fast growing Fintech Bought

By Many have both publishing articles on D&I in recent weeks.

The recent appointment of Sarah Bentley to the CEO role at Thames Water,

having previously held the Chief Customer Officer role for over 5 years, is

definitely good news for the Customer industry, the Customer and for business. 

The COVID crisis, whilst we would not have welcomed this through choice, has

absolutely facilitated more inclusive leadership across operational structures.

We are much closer to each other. We know about each others families, pets and

homes in much more detail. Hobbies, interests, and true motivations are widely

discussed. People are being much more open about mental health and well

being. 'Happiness' is a top discussion point. 

Digital transformation is at the forefront right now. With customers patience

waning, I would predict that Customer Experience transformation will be next.

It is commonly known that a more diverse and inclusive workforce breeds a more

productive and better performing business. The Customer industry has evolved

massively in the past decade, and will continue to evolve more, with 'people', I

am sure, being a huge focus. 

 CONCLUSION
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Looking to the future, written by Hannah

Louise Cox  

Hannah heads up the Executive Search Practice at

Douglas Jackson and supports leading global brands

and disruptor, fast growth companies to access top

performing talent across the customer market.

2020 has been a challenging year for some, exposing many an organisation's poor

Customer Experience. Though we have also seen many brands thrive. What is clear is

that strong, resilient leadership, a shared vision and purpose, with highly effective

communication is critical for business success.

 As we look to the future of true omni-channel capability, a large uptake in digital

channel adoption, faster and more meaningful insight derived from more

sophisticated data mining, and development of a brand purpose and a proposition

that customers trust, truly setting the best brands and businesses apart. 

Are you ready?   



The Executive Search Practice at Douglas Jackson have 30 years worth of search experience,

supporting CEO's, COO's, CCO's and HR Directors to substantially improve the success and

retention of your next hire, saving you time and money, whilst helping you achieve your business

goals and success.

0345 620 9720 

 mail@douglas-jackson.com 

www.douglas-jackson.com
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free no
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Hannah Louise Cox 
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